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Telvanni guite to Destruction

Would you like to join the Tel Mora staff in TES
lore discussion? Visit us at The Dreamsleeve
Facebook group!
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Want to contribute to

The Tel Mora Independent?

We here at The Tel Mora Independent Press strive
to deliver the best and most recent additions to
the collective Elder Scrolls community and its
works.
Do you have some art to share? A narrative, essay
or poem to publish? Cosplay? Music?
Send your entries to
telmoraindependent@gmail.com
or visit
telmoraindependent.net/submit-your-apocrypha
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Art Policy:

The Tel Mora Independent Press always makes the utmost effort to ensure that the
rights of artists are respected and taken seriously. All pieces used in The Tel Mora
Independent Press are used by express permission of the artist unless the artist
cannot be reached. In all cases, the artist will be noted along with the title of the piece
and the site it came from. The name of the artist will be hyperlinked, as well.
If an artist cannot be found, it will be noted on page 2 that the source is unknown.
If your work is featured and uncredited in an issue of The Tel Mora Independent Press,
please send us an email at telmoraindependent@gmail.com for either appropriate
credit, exchange, or removal of the work
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Apocrypha on the Web
Every issue we share the best
recent submissions available on
our website. Some are humorous,
some frightening. Some are
myths, some are narratives.
Some are long and some are
short. It is these works that we
honor here in the hopes that they
will not be ignored.
To view these works in their
entirety, visit telmoraindependent.
net or click the titles to visit them
directly.

“What’s with all the
Kirkbride hate?”
Riccardo Battilani
“Some people are baffled by this,
as MK’s continued contributions
to the lore are still referenced and
acknowledged even in recent
titles such as Skyrim and ESO,
whose Kirkbridean lore inclusions
are too many to count. So why
the continuous denial of his
involvement and contribution?”

Dearest
Chlodovec

Photo by Michael Kirkbride, reddit AMA

– A priest of the Nine, who preaches
in the market.
– Very well. I imagine that this priest
has already offered an answer to
you, as they often do.”

Tall Paternalism:
Deconstructing Ruptga
Core_Us
“Some of the most radical
theology coming out of Lhotunic
circles today is the result of a
paradoxical desire to conserve
the subject, or Subject, of
Crowndom.”

“– My Wisdom, I have a question for
you.
– Ask away if you must, my dearest.
– What is the origin of good and
evil?
– Such questions are like kicks from
a stabled horse, hurtful and never
unprovoked. Who has inspired you
to ask that?
“Tall Papa” | Illustration by Lutemoth for Tamriel Rebuilt
The Selectives Lorecast
takes a long hard look at
lore from as many angles as
possible. Seldom do episodes
extend beyond an hour and a
half.

Recent Episodes

Click on the screenshots
below to view the
corresponding episodes.

To see more, visit the
Memospore youtube
channel or RottenDeadite
on Twitch.tv!

Photo courtesy of RottenDeadite

Every two weeks, (usually)
the Selectives convene on
RottenDeadite’s Twitch channel
to stream an episode of The
Selectives Lorecast: A Casual
Elder Scrolls Podcast.
In every episode, a group
of some of the best lore
afficionados in the community
discuss aspects of Elder Scrolls
lore.

Episode 40:
Direnni and Falmer

Continuing their thread on
“miscellaneous Mer,” the
Selectives discuss the Direnni
and Falmer, including AdaMantia and some heresies
surrounding Snow-Throat.

Episode 39:
Ayleids and LeftHanded Elves

The Selectives begin their
attempt at discussing the
cultural aspects of the nonplayable Mer races.
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Episode 38:
Dwemer Culture

Famed modder and lore
enthusiast Trainwiz joins the
Selectives to discuss the Deep
Folk, their culture, and their
history.
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Editorial

or
Fic ti on?

Andrew Watson
Editor-in-chief

I

n Game First, Story Later,
my good friend SilenceOfAutumn explains how The
Elder Scrolls is, as the title suggests, a video game first and
foremost, and a work of literary
fiction after the fact.
I could not disagree more;
I think that by creating a dichotomy between “game” and
“story,” we are essentially separating limb from body - an
unwholesome endeavor, be it
figurative or literal. In fact, I’d
venture to say that distancing
the two misses the point.
All forms of media, be they
video games, novels, TV shows,
movies, or comic books fall
under a singular umbrella, and
that umbrella is storytelling.
Since fire has been among
the lexicon of human technologies, people have told stories
around it. Telling stories is a
foundation of our society, of our
social progress as a species,
and because of that, it is one of
the fundamental parts of being
human.
The story and medium are
inseparable, and this is true of
nearly any artform. No, to look
at the two as a dichotomy, as
two opposite ends of a spectrum is an exercise in futility.
But what’s the real point we
ought to be discussing? Allow
me to explain.
When a fictional world is

created, be it Westeros, Arda,
Narnia, or Nirn, the confines
of our imaginations have no
boundaries. We always start
with an idea, and when we set
out to create a manifestation
of our idea, we have a certain
untapped creation within our
minds. The embryo of potential,
as it were.
The fact that The Elder
Scrolls is a video game series doesn’t mean this imaginary world doesn’t exist within someone’s mind. It’s not a
screenprinting press, transferring ideas from one to the other. Creating something like a
video game simply nudges the
door open to give the rest of us
the meanest glimpse at what
that world might truly be like in
the infinite expanse of the creative brain. Instead we’re given
a proverbial ship-in-a-bottle,
or a volcano science project
- mere representations of the
object in question, described in
miniature or in simplistic, watered-down ways—in diorama.
The point here is that there’s
an imaginative ideal floating
around in someone’s head,
and that is the story and world
we should be discussing, not
whether game mechanics and
representations are the end
goal. A fictional world transcends people, companies, video games, and novels. Ideally,
and in people’s imaginations,
places like Tamriel are just as
complex and detailed as our

lives here on Earth. It takes on
its own life in a rhetorical, suppositional way. It’s abstract, yet
strangely material.
What if this world were
real? How detailed would it be?
Would The Imperial City really
meet the expanse of a decently-sized shopping mall? Would
Ald’ruhn truly have a grand total of 24 homes? I’m thinking
probably not.
No, video games cannot
hope to explore the breadth
and detail of a fictional world
the way novels can, and novels cannot dream of being as
interactive as video games are.
However I see that more the
limitations inherent to the media therein, less the problem of
the fictional world itself.
The games (and even the
novels) are mere representations of the “true” Tamriel—dioramas of the imaginary ideal
that we can’t hope to express
with any degree of perfect accuracy.
You can’t hope to fit the entire ocean in a single glass. You
can take part of it and show it
to people, but to say that what’s
contained within the glass is
the ocean is simply absurd. It
is with this idea in mind that,
while we can acknowledge the
glass and its contents, we can
still wade into the ocean, dipping our feet into ideas hitherto
unrepresented.
SilenceOfAutumn makes the
point that Bethesda’s aim as
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ue writing their fanfictions or
creating mods for the existing
games, because there’s a kernel of that ideal world they can
only glimpse in their mind’s eye
that they are able to express
through these media. As I mentioned before, an abstract idea
like Tamriel transcends companies and people and becomes
its own thing, regardless who
owns the copyright or who gets
paid for what.
Despite my friend’s good
intentions, I think he makes
the mistake of starting from
his conclusion. He is starting
from the premise that The Elder
Scrolls is a game, and therefore
everything else must flow from
that fact.

“

You can’t hope
to fit the entire
ocean in a single
glass.

”

Games need this and they
need that, and that’s why it’s
a game first, and I think that’s
keeping things far too confined
in the realm of the material, not
to mention being logically circular.
While Silence is thinking
about The Elder Scrolls as a
franchise, I’m thinking of “The
Elder Scrolls Universe” the idea.
In the very early days
of Tamriel’s existence as a
brain-embryo, it was a homebrewed tabletop roleplaying
game that the developers eventually adapted into the game
Arena.
Not much information is
publicly available about this
Dungeons & Dragons homebrew, but the fact that it has
its origins in a collective storytelling medium should be a
huge indicator as to The Elder

Scrolls’ position as a piece of
fiction. Tabletop roleplaying
and literature have always gone
hand-in-hand, as both paint a
picture in the mind’s eye - both
infect us with their memes.
Much to the chagrin of many
on the r/teslore subreddit (and
other subreddits I shan’t name),
I have a reputation surrounding
my stance on canon, and the
argument I’ve been faced with
time and again falls back on the
ownership of “intellectual property.” My response, to much
ire, is that intellectual property
doesn’t actually give an entity ownership of an idea. Ideas
are abstract, and you can as
much own an idea as you can
eat happiness or drink justice.
It simply isn’t possible. They
are intangible and quite literally
imaginary, and to own something implies that the thing in
question is finite and therefore
adheres to economic laws such
as supply and demand.
Now what copyright laws
do ensure is that entities have
the sole rights to any money or
profit generated by the abstract
idea. Given the viral nature
of memes, as I’ve discussed,
are “money and profit” really a
match for the realms of human
imagination that we don’t even
fully understand? I’m gonna
guess a hard “no.”
Referring back to Silence’s
starting point in that The Elder Scrolls is a franchise first,
I suggest that the franchise
pales in comparison to the de
facto nature of a fictional world
to begin with.
And that is how it misses
the point—it isn’t about “story
versus game,” it’s about franchise to the ends of making a
profit versus the free-for-all
expression of abstract fictions
and ideas.
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a company is to make money,
and if they attempted to display
a truly believable and detailed
reality much closer to our own,
they would not garner a continually refreshing fanbase, simply
out of the fact that they would
certainly hemorrhage money in
trying to reach for what is certainly impossible.
Specifically, Silence also
cites the “darker” aspects of
Elder Scrolls lore, suggesting
that even if they were truer to
the lore represented, it wouldn’t
do much to entice newer audiences.
To that, I respond that it
doesn’t seem to hurt Dark Souls
a whole bunch, and that the
“darkness” of a world doesn’t
have any weight on the popularity of a franchise, but that’s
neither here nor there.
Fiction is… complicated. Not
only does the perfect, imaginary, ideal world persist in the
mind of the creator, but it has a
way of multiplying itself.
Anyone who understands
the scholarly definition of
“meme” knows that ideas are
like viruses, and they have a
tendency to infect. The “better”
an idea is, the better it survives
by passing from one host to the
next. “Hey, man, check this out.”
This ideal of Tamriel? This
is one such idea-virus. We all
have a version of this ideal in
our own minds, and like any virus, it’ll mutate every now and
again. My idea of what Tamriel truly is is not the same as
yours, even though the two different strains originate from the
same host.
The fact of the matter here
is that if Bethesda dissolved
or was liquidated and went out
of business, The Elder Scrolls
wouldn’t disappear with it. The
virus lives on even if its progenitor dies. People would contin-
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TheWoodenplank
Contributing Writer

Forsworn Contract Day 1

I

had not been long in Markarth before I figured that
collecting bounties on
Forsworn would make for a lucrative trade. Equally fast, however, I figured out that taking
on a camp of those savages by
myself would be suicide. I had
already spent the better half of
a week searching fruitlessly for
companions to aid in fighting
the Forsworn, when my future
employer walked in the door of
the Silverblood inn.
The first thing that struck
me was the way he carried himself - which I can best describe
as ‘as if he owned the place, but
didn’t care who knew it’. The
next thing that struck me was
his dark-tanned skin; he was,
undoubtedly, a Redguard.

Now, I’ve worked with a great
share of men through my years
as a hired sword. Protecting
feeble old men or craven young
men; fighting alongside skilled
warriors with shit for armor,
and warriors with fancy armor
and shit for skills, but truly this
warrior seemed to have it all.
He wore his armor of chainmail and plate like another man
would wear a bathrobe, and the
blade which hung from his hip
had the unostentatious look of
a tool for killing.
He spotted me from across
the room and walked straight to
me, sitting down beside me by
the fire.
”I’m going to take on a group
of Forsworn Bruca’s Leap Redoubt, I need someone who can
take orders and watch my back.
You interested? Give you half
the pay.”
Now, in my experience (and
in my defense) playing hard to

get had often helped the payouts in my jobs, so I went: “What
makes you think I’m for hire?”
”You’re sitting in a tavern
in a full suit of armor. You’re a
mercenary, are you not?”
I’d love to say that I retained
my cool, and handled the situation professionally - but this is
a journal, so what is the point
of lying? The look of his eyes
made me feel like a fool for ever
trying such a cheap trick, and
for believing he would ever fall
for it.
Long story short; I took the
contract. Normally I would never try to pull off a two-man attack on a bounty like this, but
this man, whose name I learned
was Artor, had an air about him
- an air that seemed to imply he
only hired me to have someone
help carry the loot.
Forsworn Contract Day 3
An eventful day. Truly. I’ve
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Mercenary: A Day in the Life
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“You think that means you’ll
get out of this alive?” another
snapped.
”It means you won’t.”
And they did not like
that one bit. They all
had the same idea,
at the same time,
which was to
forget about
formation
and dive
at us

Features

honestly never been very philosophical; I only write this journal because I hope to grow too
old to fight one day, and I might
make a bit of extra coin on publishing my memoirs. But to the
matter at hand...
We had travelled a day’s
time through the crags and
valleys of the Reach, speaking
little. I asked him once why he
was in Skyrim, and his only answer was that he was ‘hoping
to do some good,’ but otherwise remained silent - Fine by
me, I’ve had too many employers obsessed with chattering.
On the morning of the
third day, having camped
in a cave the previous
night, we soon saw the
signs of Forsworn. I had
heard the people of Markarth call them ‘savages’,
but never expected this. The
average bandit clan is savage,
but the Forsworn are feral. The
road was lined with chopped
up animal parts, bloody spikes,
strange totems, and what appeared to be the remains of
spriggans. I half expected to
hear animal screaming.
And in another moment, we
heard animal screaming as the
Forsworn descended upon us.
They came charging at us,
clad in animal furs and filthier things, screaming at us as
they streamed onto the road, I
should think there was nearly
a dozen of those barbarians.
My employer and I drew our
swords.
The flash of steel made
them slow down a bit, and instead of running they began
edging outwards, expanding
in a circle, surrounding us. It
was then they thought to taunt
my employer. In hindsight, this
somewhat backfired...
”You’ll die today, Nord!”
“I’m a Redguard, you fool.”

“Comm: Rath of the Ra Gada“ | Illustration by Sashafras, DeviantArt

headlong. The ensuing fight
was a flurry of steel, bone, and
blood which is too intricate to
adequately put to parchment.
Suffice to say, we won. And
that bastard Redguard didn’t
even seem to break a sweat.
Truth be told, and it’s a truth I
would never admit to any but
this journal, he would’ve managed without my help I think.
The crazy bastard was smiling
with every parry, feint, and cut.
But as long as he’s my employer, I’d rather have a skilled
madman than a mellow dead
one.
After the first party had been
dispatched, it was easy knife
work to search through their
camp and cut down any stragglers, and we were soon headed
home a few trinkets richer, and
much bloodier.
On the way home we walked
a different road. Following the
Karth River in relative peace until we came upon body hanging from a tree outside a little

farmhouse. I’ve seen many a
war-torn county in my time, so
I made to move on, but my employer remained standing, staring at the hanged man.
”Who do you think did it?” I
asked, perhaps too casually.
“Stormcloaks. Drunk legionnaires. Bandits. No way to tell.
Doesn’t matter either.’ Without another word he dropped
his backpack, crawled into the
tree, and cut the rope holding the man, his body flopping
heavily to the ground. At first I
thought he was going to check
the man’s pockets, but he simply jumped down from the tree,
turned to me and asked me go
look for a shovel in the house’s
toolshed while he checked the
rooms inside.
A little baffled; I went in the
toolshed - which was mostly
broken bits of wood and scrap
iron, but I found a shovel, and
returned back outside to my
employer. “There are two women inside; one young, one old,
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both death. Help me carry them
out.” “Why? Leave the door
open and a pack of wolves will
be along even-”
The look he sent me barred
any objection, and so I resolved
to the way of the mercenary...
doing whatever in Oblivion’s
name your employer wants you
to.
After we had carried the two
women, one appeared to be
in her forties, the other much
younger, he dug the first of
the graves, the one fit for the
hanged man, and then extended the shovel towards me. I lifted an eyebrow: “You’re the one
who wants to bury them.”
”Remember when I said I
needed someone who could
take orders, and promised half
the pay?”
And so we took turns digging.
When we had dug the graves,
our breaths were greedy and
gulping, but we were otherwise silent. A look like a thundercloud had passed over my
employer’s face so, drawing on

many years of mercenary experience, I kept my mouth shut.
It was a while before he finally spoke: “This is the gist of
it really.”
Too curious to shut up, I
couldn’t help but ask: “The gist
of what?”
He waved his hand in general: “This war. For all their clamor about losing their rights, it’s
not the Stormcloaks that truly
suffer, and not the Imperials
neither or the lawless bandits
who get away with anything.
It’s people like these. People
who wanted nothing but peace
to live their own little life, but
had it cut short because some
idiot somewhere had a grand
idea.”
Feeling uncomfortable with
this sudden outburst, I retreated to a tried-and-true comment: “Death comes for us all
in the end.”
At this he sent me a look
that might well have killed me,
if I had faced it.
”You elves live, what, threefour hundred years? How’d you

like that cut down to forty? Because you were gonna die anyway?”
“I wouldn’t like that,” I confessed; somewhat vexed that
my cliché had failed, for it had
usually always set people into
solemn silences in situations
like these. But my employer
seemed insistent on sharing
his solemnity.
“If life is worth living, then
every day of it is a treasure and no one had the right to take
that away from these people.”
“Awfully philosophical, for a
man who smiles when he’s killing Forsworn,” I remarked.
“They made their choice.
They took up arms for a cause,
and started killing for it. If you
take up arms against someone,
they have a right to fight back and I enjoy fighting back. They
had it coming. Same thing goes
for the legionnaires and the
Stormcloaks whose blood now
wets this land. They might not
fully realize what they’re getting into, but it was their choice
to make.”
“Legionnaires are drafted,
you know? It’s not always their
own decision.”
“We always have a choice,”
he snapped. “They could desert
if they wished.”
“The Legion doesn’t take
kindly to that. Deserters are
marked for death.”
“No more than regular soldiers,” he said solemnly, his
voice and his gaze drifting into
the distance. It was only then
we noticed how low the sun had
set in the sky, and in solemn silence we rode back to Markarth,
to claim our reward for a hard
day’s work.

“Rogue“ | Illustration by arthurcs9, DeviantArt
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A Telvanni Guide to Destruction

T

“Skyrim Dark Elf Vampire” | Illustration by The-Strynx, DeviantArt

good conscience encourage of all
mages, because it is as destructive to the wielder as it is to those
who cross him. It eats at you like
a worm inside of your heart and
when the heart is hollowed, even
if you try to distance yourself from
it—there is only an emptiness the
likes of which can only be compared to the nihilistic cult-worship
of Sithis by the Dark Brotherhood. It
is an act of self-murder so that you
may kill those who come for you,
so I encourage it only be done by
those with a need to do so (such as
the Telvanni).
The techniques which I am going to share with you for the cultivation of the Invisible Anger are
actually those of the Imperial Battlemage Corps. These are studied
and practiced with an almost religious reverence, because they understand that this is a critical part
of being an effective practitioner of
Destruction magic.
It begins with looking at someone and understanding that they
may be a threat to you and if they
are, you must dispatch of them as
quickly (and efficiently) as possible. You think about it more. How
dare they threaten your life? How
dare they try to harm you. How
dare they. If they think they’ll hurt
you, you’ll kill them. You’ll kill them.
You’ll kill them like the animals they
are. That’s all they are. Animals.
And you’ll butcher them just like
you would a kwama worker.
You need to dehumanize the
enemy. They aren’t people; they’re
beasts, they’re monsters, they’re
anything that you can kill without
thinking twice about it, because
that is what makes an effective
practitioner of Destruction magic.
However, this is only the first step
to being truly effective when using this school of magic. You must
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it causes and it is the philosophical
anticipation of Restoration. These
two schools have a great deal of
similarity at their most fundamenhere is no field simultane- tal level in that the ability to use their
ously better understood on effects is derived predominantly
a surface level and more from the Will. It is for that reason
deeply misunderstood on a deeper that when I have had retainers inlevel than the school of Destruc- terested in learning to more effection, as discovered by a retainer tively use spells of either school, I
today during an attempt on my life. have taught them to cultivate what
He was sent to act on behalf of one I call the “Invisible Anger”.
of my rivals within the House and
The Invisible Anger is a switch
sought to create shards of ice to that we must turn on when we are
impale me, but instead delivered attempting to use the evocations
jets of flame at me.
found in the Destruction school or
Admittedly, I am applying salve any kind of restorative magic. This
to my burns, but he has been is because you must have an alswept up by one of the slaves and most fanatical sense of willpower
promptly deposited outside; his to force these things to happen.
misunderstanding of the funda- What makes the school of Destrucmentals of Destruction magic were tion different from other schools,
his undoing and thus why he is the even from those such as Alteration
proverbial ‘dust in the wind’ as the (which also rely upon a strong will),
Westerners say. As a result of be- is that the effects derived from your
ing saved by his (quite literally) fa- spells are only as powerful as you
tal flaw, I am writing this with hopes can force them to be and anger is
that the next would-be assassin a great way of squeezing out the
does not make such a novice mis- little bit of extra force within yourtake and instead actually proves self. Although, I also frequently use
himself worthy of one day becom- threats to force my underlings to
ing Telvanni.
draw on the bottom of their interLet us begin with an under- nal reserves so that they may truly
standing of what the Destruction see where their ability is at, not just
school is and what it is not. It is a where it is ‘comfortably’ at.
school that derives its name from
The cultivation of the Invisible
the admittedly destructive effects Anger is not something I can in
Sakiran Maesa
Spellwright of Great House
Telvanni
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but remember that in
the usage of magic,
you must see both the
metaphysical
plane
and the physical one.
You are doing these
things to it in the metaphysical plane so that
you can pull it from this
plane into the physical
one for the desired effect.
One may ask what
is poison and how
does it pertain to this?
Magicka, as discussed,
is a metaphysical vapor. When it is
used to create a poison effect, the
metaphysical vapor is compressed
into a toxic substance (e.g. Arsenic or Mercury) and then directed
at the target. One may struggle to
understand how this makes it an
elemental effect, but given that
these are both naturally-occurring
elements within the earth, it stands
to reason that the effects of Poison
are actually “Earth” and thus completing the quaternity.
Next we come upon the subschool of Enervation. It was discussed that elemental sub-school
relies on the focusing of magicka,
but enervation does not rely upon
that. It is a much more aggressive
sort of school and actually draws
upon your internal stores of magicka to directly pull from attack the
target without an intermediary
such as Fire or Poison. This can
be anything such as draining their
health directly to reducing their resistance to certain effects or even
draining from them their aptitude
with certain skills.
Everything I said regarding the
cultivation of the Invisible Anger is
critical for any student of Destruction magic, but to practice enervation without it is to set off to run a
marathon with no legs. You are
hopelessly unable and it is impossible by definition. It is for this reason that the Enervation sub-school

Features

not only be indifferent—you must
come to see it as a duty that must
be done. This person needs to die.
They need to stop being alive and it
is your duty—your obligation—to be
the one to perform that task.
This philosophy is taught to
every Battlemage recruit and it is
one which I have adopted as well,
because it serves to make the act
of using Destruction magic easier.
It is not a difficult school of magic
to use and it is actually quite simple in relation to some of the other
schools, but there is a difference
between using it to practice and
using it for its intended purpose.
Many practitioners of Destruction
lose their taste for the school entirely once it is used for the purpose of destroying one’s enemies
and those who stay are seldom
unchanged by the act. It is a necessary evil in a world rife with evil
and I encourage those of you who
continue to read on to give it that
due respect.
Destruction is divided into the
sub-schools of Elemental and Enervation.
Elemental composed of spells
pertaining to Fire, Frost, Lightning,
and Poison. The reasoning for Poison being grouped with Elemental
spells will be explained shortly.
Enervation pertains to the spells
that drain the subject itself or otherwise impact their life-force.
Spells within the elemental
sub-school begin with the focusing of magicka (the metaphysical
vapor that we draw upon for magic). You will need to pull the magicka together and from that point,
you will need to decide what you
wish to do with it. Spells pertaining
to frost for instance require pulling
the heat out of the magicka until
it actually condenses and freezes,
whereas spells pertaining to fire
require actually superheating it
until it ignites. Spells pertaining to
lightning involve jolting it. This may
seem impossible to the layman,

“Amnesia: Darkness Closing In”
Illustration courtesy of Velothii, DeviantArt

has been attacked quite frequently
by members of the Imperial Mages’
Guild as being ‘sinister’ and ‘evil’.
Both of these claims are grossly
misunderstanding just what it is,
but they are not entirely wrong in
that it takes a certain type of person to study enervation magic and
put it into use against another living being.
That leads us to the only effect
within the enervation sub-school
that isn’t entirely controversial and
that is the disintegration of material objects (e.g. weapons or armor). It still requires that Invisible
Anger, but it is instead directed at
an inanimate object instead of a
living being and is thus deemed
somewhat more acceptable by
those fettered by the confines of
morality. I encourage you to make
your own decisions regarding the
use of enervation effects. Regardless of what decisions are made
about their usage, I equally encourage you to study the school of
Destruction not with an academic
interest, but with an understanding
that it is a weapon and is meant
to be used as such. Study for any
reason besides the intent to utilize
it is a waste of both your time and
whoever has given you their time to
assist in your edification. Give it its
due respect, and understand that,
or do not bother with it.
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Part 2: The Altmer
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Minorem Mutata
Contributing Writer

T

he largely unwritten dueling practices and history
of the Nords, discussed in
Part 1, represent the polar opposite of the Altmeri practices. An
unwritten rule in the Summerset
Isles is rarer than an albino Lilmothiit. Many references to dueling
in Altmeri culture, therefore, rarely
can afford to discuss anything
beyond the most basic tenets,
which range from chivalrous to
pointless. I hope to give you a
broader picture, from what I’ve
read and seen. It is quite a broad
picture, I’m afraid. Please forgive
the length.
The great paradox of Altmeri
dueling is that their celebration of
it is matched only by their general
disdain. Like all else that is Altmer,
their dueling practices are ancient,
overly ritualized, and involve far
too much dialogue. Even the pale
shadow of past greatness which
persists is at risk of being perverted by the Thalmor.*
Dueling is a fact of history in
Summerset, and therefore, an indispensable part of society. However, much of their society serves
to discourage dueling and its
harsher forms. The great majority of duels are to first blood, and
legally dueling to the death in the
Summerset Isles is phenomenal.
The stakes must be enormous,
and the match all but perfect. But
in favor of the traditional Altmeri
dueling system, I must say this:
duels are rarely both despicable
and legal. Some isolated cases in
history are blown out of propor-

tion precisely because they’re so
sensational. When legal duels do
happen, they tend to be honorable
ones - or at least, neutral - and
there are very few which I would
have felt ashamed to witness.
Bored, maybe, but not ashamed.
VERSUS ALTMER
Like all Tamrielic cultures, the
popularity and stakes of dueling
in Summerset - and gladiatorial contests in general - tend to
increase during times of great
strife or war, when proving honor
through combat is at a premium,
and laws wave like flags. But by
large, Altmeri duels have little
stakes. They’re more like homages to dueling, and rules restrict or
outlaw many duels and types of
duels. The typical Altmeri duelist
is likely a military mer, or one of
the lower aristocratic males with
no real power, to whom status
is both precious and
vulnerable. The great
stratification of their
classes and roles
helps to ensure that
duels will be rare and
controlled. Perhaps
too controlled, as
duelists risk becoming outlaws for conduct which would be
considered honorable
elsewhere.
Of course, “accidents” do happen in
all manner of legal and
illegal duels, leading to
many controversies.
And certainly, some
Altmer may find more
to gain in a notorious
duel than a purely

honorable one. The Altmer tend
to duel mostly for dinner party
conversation, and the opportunity
to put their stamp on another person’s story. They duel for renown.
Few if any Altmer duels are fought
in absolute secrecy. Even if the
duel was illegal, at least half the
point is for certain communities
to know about it. And the greater
the conversation surrounding your
duel, the greater the renown.
While Altmeri culture retains
the forms of dueling, it is averse
to its functions. They’re a more
intellectual, less physical race, but
it’s also a matter of philosophy.
They’re told that to know pain and
eventual death is an insult to what
the Altmeri should be. A reason to
experience these things, or inflict
them on a fellow Altmer, must be
relatively compelling. To engage
in a duel with your fellow Altmer

“‘r you kidding?” | Illustration courtesy of PaniVolk, DeviantArt
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in the first place is admitting your
negotiation has failed and you
must lower yourselves to violence.
The Altmer do believe that to duel
is to declare your honor, but they
also seem to believe that an Altmer having honor is the one thing
that should largely go without
saying.
An old joke is that in Summerset, legally dueling means hiring
four barristers: two to argue why
you can’t duel, and two others to
argue why you don’t need to. Typically duelists have only a second
to negotiate for them, but it’s true
that some negotiations can still
take years, and end in nothing.
There are countless stories of
famous Altmer in history declining duels because the honor of
the insulted challenger wasn’t in
their league - in skill, accomplishments, or class - which forces the
challenger to bring back more and
more evidence of their accolades.
It’s become one of several recurring themes on dueling in Altmeri
plays and literature.
Dueling has thrived in sensitive Summerset thanks to being
thoroughly romanticized. Over
the ages, many young Altmer
have gotten a lady’s attention by
happening to mention, with great
exasperation and perhaps embarrassment, that they have a dueling negotiation soon. The duel
may never happen, and if it does,
will likely lead to no more than a
scratched arm, but it makes for
interesting conversation. In this
way, two young gentlemer may
turn a disagreement into opportunities for them both. And it is not
out of the ordinary in Summerset,
as in many places, for duelers to
earn each other’s respect and go
on to become good friends.
VERSUS OTHERS
The rules are different for
dueling with outsiders. They’re
more simple and serious. Most
of the formalities are abandoned,

as most questions of class and
precedent don’t apply. Such fine
distinctions are thought mostly
beyond the capacity of other races. However, for duels in Summerset, at least, a basic level of Altmeri etiquette will be demanded
to satisfy archaic legal doctrines.
The Trinimac-approved foils, the
full reading of names, and so
forth.
Dueling between Altmer and
other races is inordinately common, in part because of this disparity of rules. But to be blunt, the
Altmer tend to attract challenges,
particularly when among men and
Orcs. They say something offensive but which they believe true,
and often cannot lower themselves to make amends where
other races might do so.
Losing to another race is
particularly disgraceful for the
Altmer, but potentially less so than
it would be to be cowed into a
disavowal of truth. And, of course,
they can save face later by alleging their opponent won through
dishonorable means, if some rule
of Altmeri dueling etiquette was
broken. Though it is hard to find
the relation between honor and
pronouncing your opponent’s
name correctly, or holding a foil
in a certain way, or whether you
choose to insult someone who
you are legally stabbing. I, for one,
tend not to call anyone a s’wit
until I’m already stabbing them.
Many men would call the High
Elves liars, but the truth is they are
generally too honest. This foible
leads to tensions with each other,
let alone other races. But their
forthrightness is actually something respectable, and worthy of
some tolerance. Complaining of
flaws is often associated with humility and propriety for the Altmer,
as ironic as it may seem if the flaw
attracting their idle comments is,
say, your face, or your wife’s face.
Give them the opportunity to dis-

play humility and goodwill to you
in their own ways before responding drastically. This is something
the Dunmer have long tried to
practice in our dealings with the
Telvanni, and the principle translates well enough to the Altmer.
I do not seek to inflame the
Altmer with these words, but to
help them. My hope is to reduce
misguided quarreling and tragic
mistakes. While the ignorant person may insult, it is far worse to
insult with knowledge. Those with
honor should respect the difference, and forgive the Altmer some
of their more careless words.
But if it comes to it, the Altmer
being challenged to duel in foreign
lands will expect to know at least
a time, place, choice of arms, any
options to yield, and above all, if
the duel is to the death, this must
be made perfectly clear. I have not
seen many young Altmer die in
foreign lands who didn’t seem to
understand what they had agreed
to. Still, I have seen too many.
Sadly, these standards for outsiders may be outdated. Non-Altmer duelists should remain wary,
for the rules of Altmeri chivalry
seem to be changing for their
leadership, and the rules of dueling may be among them. Even a
mer who thinks himself honorable
may feign agreement and then betray you, if he has been instructed
that your race is incapable and
unworthy of honorable duels.
*Author’s Note: My publishers seek only an honest living in
places where an honest living is
hard enough. Nothing ill should
come to them from those who
claim honor. My tower, Rorzel, is in
the jagged icy peaks of the western Reach, roughly midway between and far north of Evermore
and Markarth. I collect black and
gold banners which happen by. If
you must find it, come. Make my
collection grow.
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A not-so-brief explanation of magickal
schools, theories and processes
Drelyne Sarethi
Professor of the College of
Winterhold
Foreword

U

pon noticing the
anti-Magic fervour that has
engulfed Skyrim, and
indeed much of Tamriel
as of late, I have taken it
upon myself to explain
to those uneducated in
its intricacies the theory
and essential knowledge
of Magic in order to dissuade the somewhat irrational fears directed at
my own workplace and
other Magical institutions. This work will cover the basic information
about each of the various
schools of Magic, as well
as the various processes
by which it is cast.

absorbed by all living things that
leaks through the holes in Mundus’ barrier. Some schools of
Magic, such as Enchanting and
a number of Tonal Magics instead employ Animus in order to

Features

Magic for People with Little
Time on Their Hands

strongholds to power vast machines that in turn altered the
world the same way that the other methods of Magic casting do.
How Does Magic Work?

The various forms of
casting Magic work in
slightly different ways,
as based on their differing sources of energy.
Magicka-based Magic,
henceforth referred to as
Classical Magic, relies
on the formation of socalled ‘spell circles’, or
more accurately, Runic
Matrices, to perform the
calculations required to
cause the desired effect.
These ‘circles’ can be
formed either physically, drawn onto objects,
mentally, viewed in the
so-called ‘mind’s eye’ or
manifested as a glowing,
ephemeral image. Once
the calculations are
Introduction
complete and recorded
on the Matrix, the appropriate amount of Magicka is channelled into the
What Is Magic?
circle and the effect is
To begin explainproduced. The desired
ing the fundamentals
effect is often substitut“Lydia Fire Spell” | Photo by Digital-Arch, DeviantArt ed by Daedric Runes as a
of Magic, one must first
define exactly what Magic is. In achieve their results, the energy sort of ‘shorthand’. Spell Scrolls
its most basic form, Magic is of the soul. From what little we use the same process, however
simply the manipulation of ener- know of the Magics of the long- the Circles inscribed upon them
gy in order to produce an effect. lost Dwemer, they harnessed the are permanent, and thus less adTypically, this is performed using geothermal energy of the mag- justable for the user.
Enchanting works similarly to
Magicka, the divine-star energy matic lakes hidden beneath their
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of Mysticism are purely arbitrary,
although they do serve an important purpose. Simply, the organisation of Magic into ‘Schools’
enables them to be taught more
easily, as the categorisation allows students to recognise the
common elements across spells
far faster than if left as an unorganised mess. Destruction Magic
all deals with forces that exist in
nature. Conjuration is the calling
of souls and entities to the user’s
side. Mysticism, while it was still
a School, was an exception to this
rule, as it was made up of a rather eclectic mix of spells, simply
because they would not fit into
the other Schools neatly. However, since the Schools dissolution,
the spells it contains have been
recategorized, and the definitions
of the Schools reworked in order to suit their contents better.
Interestingly, there is still some
debate as to where teleportation
spells should be categorised.
Some, like myself, believe them
to be Alterations spells, manipulating the world, while other see
them as Conjuration spells, as
the entire school does mostly focus on the opening of portals.
This book will discuss all the
“Astromancer” | Illustration courtesy of nydrogote, DeviantArt
Schools of Classical Magic in
Classical Magic, but with a few ons out of their Animus, that are detail in the following sections,
key differences that require their in turn swung in such a way that explain both their functions and
own section in order to explain.
their ‘whistle’ creates a Tone.
how to recognise them.
The Animus Magics are more
Too little is known of Dwemer
instinctual, less calculated than Magic to include here, although
the Classical Magics more com- speculation about their practicBe sure to catch the next ismonly used. Rather than form the es, and some of the more com- sue of The Tel Mora Independent
complex, albeit reliable, Matrices mon theories will be included in a Press for more Magic for People
required for the use of Classi- later section.
With Little Time on Their Hands!
cal Magics, the practitioners of
Animus Magic instead draw out
the energy of their own soul, and Why Is Magic Organised the Way
It Is?
‘burn’ it to produce the desired
effect. Practitioners of the Nordic Thu’um use their Animus
Strictly speaking, the various
to produce a specific sound or ‘Schools’ of Magic, those being
‘Tone’ that briefly changes the Alteration, Conjuration, Destrucworld, while the Redguard Ansei tion, Illusion and Restoration, as
or ‘Sword-Singers’ create weap- well as the so-called ‘lost’ School
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Ethos Malevolent
Contributing Writer

Chapter I
Argonian Black

H

e had been pacing in the
murk. Places to swim,
trees to climb through.
Always trouble-swimming.
An-Xileel had often sent them
monthly reminders of whom the
clutch works for. To be on the safe
side, this particular “check up”
provided some league of deadly
assassins for the consigned to
defeat. Usually, the water would
be enough. Usually the units were
adhesive - not cohesive. This was
all a protective measure from
any aspiring Shadowscale who
might be contemplating defection,
and a good laconian exercise in
that failure meant death. Unlike
all the other rigorous training
sequentials, this one was most
similar to in mission, in that, if you
fail - you die. It was also a test of
loyalty. To trust the community
of the Hist even when they send
cold-blooded killers your way to
test you.
It was the status quo for

shade-scalers like him.
This brother, black-scaled,
considered himself no different
among the others. What had
separated him from the orders
was his penchant for poetic
justice rather than thirst for blood,
his wit rather than an obstinate
obedience, and, of course, his dark
complexion. He had been born
under the Shadow. He had been a
label. And that label? “The scariest
monster in the bog,” he picked his
tooth with a low quality dagger
before discarding it into the mire
below a thick, lightless murk.
The Vampires had faced
him, breathing. And motionless
otherwise, most were Bosmer.
Some, too, were Root-People. He
also spotted maybe four Dunmer?not many. So, some single Breton
stood forth:
“Farewell, I bid you adieu. My
name is Gaston LaChance, and
we are, of the course, my famous
Shadowblades. So do be wary,
brother, that the Night walks
among you in thirst.”
“Is it true? You really are?
Goodness me! The walking dead!”
brother mimicked a childlike
surprise, carefully eyeing at their

“Blackwood 02” | Illustration by RomanDubina, DeviantArt

overdressed, theatrical clothes.
Too many loose ends, from the
collars to the coattails. And any
assassin knew that these were
easy trappings to handle in the
deeper wilderness. Thirsty night
indeed.
Gaston hissed forward, “We do
not appreciate oblivious remarks.
If we’re going to kill you, you might
as well try to make us laugh.”
And as he finished his...
eloquent?, if oblivious, soliloquy,
five Bosmeri faces fell to the
murk - inhaling some Black
Marsh miasma in their last
breaths. Brother had responded
nebulously, in a cold and dry
reptilian affection, “You-WalkDead. No relevant daedra pact.
Welcome to Blackmarsh. You are
dead.”
LaChance turned around in
fear as he noticed the blackness
he had been staring at was not
the Argonian. He noticed everyone
else was gone. He had been
isolated. Swing at the cypress
trees in anger. Argonian was
in trees. Argonian was in trees.
Watch for black wolf-bats. Watch
for black lizard-man. Trees may
harm you. Argonian in trees. Run
from trees.
After swinging violently in the
midst of all his colleagues, Gaston
ran from a section of wood into
a swampy clearing. Sinking into
the black mush of that clearing
and not coming out, he wailed
in fear until he had sunk under
completely and suffocated. The
black Argonian had stood with
aloof composure drifted on his
face. One last Bosmer cowered
and tripped over a cypress knee.
“Would anyone else like a taste
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of Histsap?” Brother had held up a
vial in his left hand, and suddenly,
the congregation noticed that the
gleam of silver in the moonlight
had broken through their vampiric
brethren’s backs.
“No? Good. Because I have a
game for us to play. A nice and fair
game. It’s called ‘Hide and Seek’.”
The remaining (and fashionable)
Shadowblades
attentively
listened. “Any one of you may form
any alliance or team that you wish.
I am ‘it’. My goal is to eliminate
you all, one by one. Do not think I
am unable to. Remember that I do
this every month.”
This seemed, at first, absurd to
the gladiators. Just hide around,
forfeit the large sum pledged
by Argonia? Damn, no. They
needed a new source of income
to attract more vampires to their
faction. They had political goals,
aspirations of becoming a name
down in history. By Sithis, they
were even thinking of establishing
a chartered colony for vampires,
just as the Orcs had Orsinium
created.
But they couldn’t match up to
him. Hiding and running gave them
a chance for survival. This would
be where the stubborn and the
prudent had separated. A number
of around eight vampires had
rushed towards Brother, proving
imprudent. They were powerful,
strong, fast, agile, and emotional.
But Silence was powerful, strong,
fast, agile, and cunning. A Dunmer
led the charge. Typical of them
to be taken in the rage of fear.
His ashen skin stretched around
his tendons and ligaments as he
sprinted.
The Argonian thought back to
his statement “every month.” It
was alien of him to say this, but
he had needed to for the group
to comprehend him. Argonians
do not have a sense of time,
hence his statement that they
are walking dead. Everything is

in one moment, there is no linear
equation or sequence of events.
Only the event and a sequence.
It was a beastly outlook, but it
provided a tactical perception in
battle.
The Dunmer sprinted forth and
on his fourth step, with his right
leg, he propelled himself in the air
and rotated 360º, unsheathing his
sword within the rotation. Before
he had reached the ground and
launched his attack, he stumbled
in mid-spin and fell into a patch
of cypress knees. As his back
uncomfortably shifted through
points of support through the
knees, he bent his head and saw a
perfect stripe of red run diagonally
across his lower-to-upper torso.
He bent his head to his left to find
the reptilian bastard grappling the
shoulder of his cohort and jabbing
him in the neck with the silver
dagger.
The dagger must have been
enchanted with a fire effect,
because his torso began to burn
with an intense pain. Clutching
his stripe, he looked towards his
party. The others had not moved a
flinch. They were simply staring as
his men were dying. He looked to
the muck where Gaston had last
been seen, hoping on the chance
that LaChance would suddenly
emerge out of it and slay the lizard
bastard. No such luck.
He looked back towards
Brother. Apparently, he had
outlived the others. He knew he
had always been a leader. The pain
flared and he winced in discomfort.
Of course only he could last so
long. The Argonian began to walk
towards him as he glared. Now
the red stripe had become a deep
puddle of blood depositing in his
abdomen.
“Ah, yes, a Dunmer. Of course
you’d last the longest,” The
Argonian bent down to the dark elf,
“I have a deal for you. I will let you
live, if the Hist decide it so.”

The vampire spat blood on the
roots he had rolled off earlier. In a
raspy voice, he inquired, “How do
you mean?”
“The swamp shall decide
whether or not you die. I have
done enough to kill you, now, you
must do more than enough to stay
alive. Because if you manage to
survive out here with your curse,
you deserve it.”
The Dunmer felt a shimmer of
internal relief. On the outside, he
looked spiteful, “You mean you
won’t kill me?”
“Ah, but I will, if you die. Because
you would have died due to the
very mark you bear,” The Saxhleel
looked to his injury, “But in giving
you this burden, I also give you the
chance of great honor.”
“What would you know of
honor? You defected from your
post!” the Dunmer spat more
blood.
Cooly, the Argonian ignored
his constant spitting and replied,
“Because if you survive, you have
the right of claiming superiority
over me.”
“S-Superiority? In what manner
due? You left your mark on me, I
should say.”
“You are being narrow minded,”
the Argonian guided the Dunmer,
“You see, if I take the measure to
kill you, and you do not die, you
are superior to me. You’ve proven
superior in living to that I am in
killing.”
The Dunmer raised his hand
and clenched his fist so that
a white orb was begotten and
multiple streams of bright misty
streaks flowed around his person
in a simple restoration spell. The
last that the Argonian had seen of
him was his struggling to get up
and casting more spells.
He knew it would be a hard
challenge. Dunmer like him were
skilled in Destructive spells, not
restoratives. But the vampire
had a fair enough chance. So he
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for fishiesticks. Perhaps Captain
Erdad. M’aiq must go find this
pirate immediately,”
Knowing this was a response
to his tab comment, the Khajiit
bartender rolled his eyes as he
continued swiping the towel in the
interior of the glass cup, cleaning
his dish-wares.
Jean smiled, “Pirates? I’d love
to find one. Especially desert
pirates! Are they like caravaners?”
M’aiq frowned in sympathy,

welcome here.”
As Sea-Tongue finished the
last sentence, Jean observed
the feline eyes from around the
cantina that had either been fixed
or wandering to Sea-Tongue.
Sea-Tongue was, as all
Argonians were, named quite
appropriately. His first words
were ones his clutchmates would
rather not recall, and he had
wanted to spend more time in the
water than any of his peers. His
forefather had wanted
him to be a sailor, but his
clan mother had wished
he would follow his own
dreams, establish New
Roots. Perhaps it was
fate, though - his dreams
were to be a sailor.
His forefather had
been very pleased when
he discovered his son
had been picked on by
three older, stronger
Argonians in his youth.
They had been calling
him names, and SeaTongue had bested them
in insults. They had
become angry and began
to get physical with him.
He had been punched
into a deep pond and the
adolescents had dived
in to teach him a lesson.
Before they could come
“Argonian scholar” | Illustration by KrakenInABox, DeviantArt
to their senses, he had
“M’aiq wishes to adventure alone. out-maneuvered them and, well,
Others just get in the way. And kicked their sorry asses. Water
they talk, talk, talk.”
was his sanctuary. Nothing could
And with that, he quickly paced best him there. And so Jean began
out the room.
forming the image of Sea-Tongue
Jean looked over to Sea- being away from the water too
Tongue with a look of dismay on long. Didn’t look good.
her face.
Jean herself had been an
“Of course. First damned taste orphan since age fourteen. Her
we get of skooma trade traces, mother had been taken and
we lose. Damn it all. Jean, why slaughtered after her father had
are we even in Elsweyr? It’s just a been killed by a gang of Orcish
giant barren desert ruled by some highwaymen. She had been
foolish, racial theocracy. And adopted by a kind Breton sailor
speaking of race, I don’t feel very by the name of Jean Baptiste.
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had no qualms over striking him,
however so ignorant the elf might
have been. As he faced the rest of
the crowd, they turned their heads
from their proctor to the Argonian,
who revealed his third and true
name, and the hopeful name of
his forefathers - “Silence-MyBrother.” Most people took it as a
formal salutation, but the Dunmer
caught on to the inflection. Then,
nodding his head in significance,
he and the group fled fast from
that dark arena.
Ch. 1, Segment 3:
Tongue of a Sailor
The smell of amber
and alcohol filled the
bar. On the stools sat a
woman by the name of
Jean Shafaye.
“Ah, the GRAND
City of Rimmen! M’aiq
does like. So much
more comforting than
Leyawiin.”
The
Redguard
nodded, “Yes, I’ve heard
of Leyawiin. The only
thing noble to its name
are the Knights of the
White Stallion, or as I
call them, The Knights
of Sitting on Their Asses
and Doing Nothing All
Day.”
“M’aiq wishes these
knights could find his
stylish Colovian helm.
M’aiq misses it dearly. Bartender,
M’aiq wishes to give this lady a
fishiestick.”
“Does M’aiq jest? M’aiq knows
that he has consumed all of the
available fish-sticks in stock,”
The Bartender continued with
a suspicious glare, “and M’aiq
knows he must pay his tab at the
end of the moon. M’aiq knows that
the Regulators will not be friendly
to him anymore should he not pay
his tab.”
M’aiq pursed his snout,
“M’aiq must find desert pirates
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Over the course of her seaside
adventures, she had become the
spitting image of Jean. Well, not in
appearance, but in personality and
determination. The crewmates
and Jean himself had begun to call
her “’Lil Jean,” and the name stuck.
She had become so accustomed
to the name that she had nearly
forgotten her original.
The inseparable two had met
a few years ago on the wharfs of
Anvil, at high noon. Cpt. Jean’s
ship had docked adjacent to SeaTongue’s. As her father’s crew
was going to stay the night in The
Fo’c’s’le, she had some time to kill.
Always the adventurer, she had
decided to walk up the docks and
head for the city gates of Anvil. She
saw that Sea-Tongue was getting
into a predicament with another
Argonian, who had claimed he
stole his satchel.
“I’m telling you, dammit, I
don’t have your satchel. Maybe
you should retrace your footwork,
fellow Saxhleel.”
“Or maybe you stole it and lied
to cover up your act. Perhaps I
won’t find it, and you’ll be on your
merry way through the sea. Hist
damn me for being such a fool.”
“What is so special about this
bag, anyway?”

“You would know, thief. My
silver calip-”
“Greetings, sir, but I couldn’t
help but overhear your argument
with my friend here,” Jean
offered, shooting a wink at SeaTongue. Sea-Tongue understood
immediately. (Sailors have a bond
to the sea which connects them,
so unless they first meet on bad
terms, they’re naturally inclined to
help each other.)
This Argonian had lived in Anvil
all his life, so he knew how sailors
were.
“But you two came from
different ships. Earlier, I saw that
you two came from separate
ships.”
Sea-Tongue
was
very
dismayed, and he suddenly resent
himself for calling this Imperial
trash a Saxhleel. He had sworn to
the Hist, but he was born and raised
here in Cyrodil. It was obvious: he
spoke Imperial perfectly, he didn’t
trust sailors, and he uses that
perturbing concept ‘Earlier’.
“Yes, but we are a convoy. One
crew on two ships, you see. That’s
why we arrive at the same time
and park in the same place.”
The Imperial lizard was
pestered by this stroke of evidence,
but kept listening as Jean went on.

“You see, my companion
here is Tastes-Like-Saltwater.
He is very trustworthy, and no
one on our ships has ever heard
of this goody-two shoes snatch
anything. In fact, we entrust him
with our wares and fares when
the treasurer of the crew is sick.
He manages the ropes, but, he’s
damned good with counting our
money.”
The
Imperial
Argonian
had reluctantly accepted the
Redguard’s account and went
back to searching for his satchel—
but not before warning SeaTongue about stealing his things.
So, the two sailors had spent the
day together traversing around the
town and had become the best of
friends ever since.
“Well, why did you stick around
here in the first place, Sea?”
“There was something familiar
about that cat we were conversing
with. It took my attention off all the
staring eyes.”
“What, you mean M’aiq?”
“Yes. I saw him that day we
met when we went to the northern
gates of Anvil. Same clothes, same
everything.”
Jean tried hard to remember,
and she usually was successful,
but this time, her brain had fallen
short.
“I don’t remember.”
“I do. He had an open satchel by
his feet and he was toying around
with a fancy pair of calipers.”
“’Silver calip-’”
“My point exactly.”
At that moment, the two
companions had unsuccessfully
stifled their laughter.

“CommJAN2019” | Illustration by ARTTAiR, Tumblr
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“Old Uncle Sanguine” | Image courtesy of House-Gardinier, Tumblr

Calendar

Serpentwined
Contributing Writer and Artist
“The Lover is one of the Thief’s
Charges and her season is
Sun’s Dawn. Those born
under the sign of the Lover are
graceful and passionate.“
―The Firmament
Those born in the season of
Sun’s Dawn 1st - 28/29th
Soul color:
Sky blue
Temperament:
Either being shy, gentle, and
patient or lively, vigorous,
and energetic. Either way The
Lover is strong willed and
passionate, open to truth and
an unbiased, unprejudiced
outlook. This sign tends to
attract without effort, being
self-assertive and fascinating.
Their depth is intriguing, and
the beauty is alluring.

Abilities:
The Lover is very resourceful
and persuasive. They need
no strength or power to bring
down their foes, a simple well
placed action will do. A kiss,
if you will. The Lover sign is
proficient with subterfuge and
clever magic.
Friendships and Family:
The Lover wants to be the
leader, but their tendencies
to be open-minded and too
accepting may lead others
astray. They do not settle
onto a concrete plan, and
remain open to rationality that
allows freedom. This may be
misconstrued as being ‘flaky’
or disloyal. However, their
balanced thought is highly
sought after when one feels
as if they are becoming too
‘one-sided’ in matters. Despite
this, The Lover does not lack in
followers, even in their bouts

of self-reflection and isolation
their thoughtful personalities
are too intriguing to ignore.
The Lover is naturally inclined
to introversion, however.
Success:
Diplomats, philanthropists,
historians, philosophers,
and even poets. Little effort
is needed for The Lover to
understand, they are naturally
inquisitive and open to new
things. Diplomacy is their
strongest suit, being able to
understand many sides of
a disagreement. The Lover
sign may not be as reliable
as others, but they are are
passionate.
Romance:
A poetic, passionate, and deep
thinker attracts others with
ease. However they require so
much from high expectations
and divines forbid you scorn
The Lover, for you will be victim
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to a burning, unforgiving anger.
They are passionate in the
mind and in private, willing to
sacrifice for their partners in
tenacious loyalty. Their lovers
must respect their privacy,
their personal space, but show
love in honest actions.
Struggles:
The Lover will suffer from
egotism, eccentricity,
obsessions, and detachments
from society. Their passion
towards their goals may
drive them to be tyrannical
leaders, lacking in integrity.
The Lover will lie, manipulate,
and keep secrets almost
unapologetically. This sign is
as equally destructive as it can
be beneficial, depending on the
will and compassion of The
Lover.
“Old Uncle Sanguine” | Illustration by MaevesChild, DeviantArt

Sun’s Dawn Holidays
2nd of Sun’s Dawn: Mad
Pelagius Day
Mad Pelagius is a silly little
tradition in High Rock in a mock
memorial to Pelagius Septim III,
one of the maddest emperors
in recent history. He died about
350 years ago, so the Septims
since have taken it with good
humor. In Daggerfall this is the
Summoning Day for Sheogorath.
5th of Sun’s Dawn: Othroktide
The people of Dwynnen have
a huge party to celebrate
Othroktide, the day when Baron
Othrok took Dwynnen from the
undead forces who claimed it in
the Battle of Wightmoor.

8th of Sun’s Dawn: Day of
Release
The people of Glenumbra may
be the only people to remember
or care about the battle between
Aiden Direnni and the Alessian
Army in the first era. They
celebrate it vigorously on the
Day of Release.
16th of Sun’s Dawn: Heart’s Day
- Sanguine’s Summoning Day
Today is the 16th of Sun’s Dawn,
a holiday celebrated all over
Tamriel as Heart’s Day. It seems
that in every house, the Legend
of the Lovers is being sung
for the younger generation. In
honor of these Lovers, Polydor
and Eloisa, the inns of the city
offer a free room for visitors. If
such kindness had been given

the Lovers, it is said, it would
always be springtime in the
world. In Daggerfall, this is the
Summoning Day for Sanguine.
27th of Sun’s Dawn:
Perseverance Day
Perseverance Day is quite a
party in Ykalon. It was originally
held as a solemn memorial
to those killed in battle while
resisting the Camoran Usurper,
but has since become a
boisterous festival.
28th of Sun’s Dawn: Aduros Nau
The villages in the Bantha
celebrate the baser urges that
come with Springtide on Aduros
Nau. The traditions vary from
village to village, but none of
them are for the overly virtuous.

All holiday information taken from The Elder Scrolls Wiki and UESP
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The Tel Mora Independent Press is a publication
that thrives on the submissions, creativity, and artistry
of the Elder Scrolls community. Without our content
contributors, without submissions from writers new and
old, without the stunning artworks of the Elder Scrolls
fanbase, we would be unable to form much of anything, let
alone a literary journal of quality and caliber.

Not everyone feels the need to contribute
creatively, and there is nothing wrong with that, which is
why we have this Correspondence section of The Tel Mora.
Readers of all sorts can use this space as a way
to interact with us and with our fair publication, be it with
questions, concerns, comments, arguments, or responses
to past issues.

Misticsan via r/teslore says:

reached. If you see the credits
beneath each image, you’ll note
I’m always surprised by the that some say “courtesy of” while
artwork you manage to find to il- others simply say “by.” The former
lustrate the issues. Do people are by artists who have given us
submit it or do you ask for it? Or is their explicit permission, while the
it that you already have a bank of latter is from those who did not respond for whatever reason.
images to choose from?
That being said, if an artist noWe spend an inordinate tices their art and doesn’t want
amount of time searching for us to use it, they are free to email
images. It’s probably the most us for removal - we simply want
time-consuming part of our work, the rights of the artists respected
if we’re honest. We can put the while also producing a worthwhile
issue together in a day if I’ve got publication.
everything in order, but getting images takes a lot of work and comALittleBitOfMatthew remunication with artists who may sponded to Game First, Story
or may not respond to requests.
Later on r/teslore.
Because the staff of The Tel
The “Game vs Story” Article is
Mora Independent Press is a
non-profit volunteer publication, very well written and thought out,
we typically will use art if art- and ultimately serves to push me
ists don’t respond or cannot be towards one conclusion: That we
need more Elder Scrolls Novel. It
is the ideal media to explore the
lore and expand the universe.
SilenceOfAutumn, the
piece’s author, responded:

“Anhaedra from The Elder Scrolls”
Illustration courtesy of psyjick, DeviantArt

I’m glad you liked it! While I do
think more Elder Scrolls novels would be good, I am concerned as to how they would
be received. I know a lot of
people aren’t that fond of the
two that do exist, and that sort
of response would likely make

Correspondence

Tel Mora Correspondence

Bethesda far less inclined to
commission or create more.
Still, we can hope.

Because we are a communitycentered publication, we exist
because of the amazing work and
art of the Elder Scrolls community.
However, not all Elder Scrolls fans are
artists or writers, and so it is with this
thought in mind that we encourage
our readers to talk to us.
Send us letters.
Respond to articles.
Ask us questions.
Offer suggestions.
Whenever we receive letters or
messages from our readers, they are
compiled and placed on this final
page of The Tel Mora Independent
Press, allowing everyone in the Elder
Scrolls community to participate!
If you’ve got something to say, by all
means tell us!
Comment on our posts on r/ teslore,
r/elderscrolls, r/elderscrollsonline or
r/TrueSTL, find us on Facebook, or
send Correspondence to
telmoraindependent@gmail.com!
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